Photonic magneto-Stark effect based on gradiently modulated magneto-optical medium.
Photons are neutral particles which cannot directly interact with an applied magnetic field, but recent studies show that an effective magnetic field can be created for photons by modulating the background permittivity or using magneto-optical (MO) media. In this paper, we demonstrate that when the permittivity tensor of a MO medium is spatially modulated, it can create an effective magnetic field proportional to the gradient of gyrotropic ratio. This field induces a Lorentz force and gives rise to a photonic magneto-Stark (PMS) effect. We prove this effect occurs once the photon's wave vector and the gradient of gyrotropic ratio are non-parallel, and reaches the maximum when they are perpendicular. The PMS effect provides a new mechanism for wavelength modulation and controlling the direction-dependent propagation of photonic modes.